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 00:00

Hi, everyone, welcome to legendary leaders. Yesterday, I challenge you to review your APR
results and determine how you performed what you did or didn't do differently and use
that to influence your may gameplan. Right. We talked through that and talked about
how important that is. Well, after I finish doing my podcast recording, I went and tried to
read right I'm like all of you, I try to read a lot, most every day that I possibly can I read a
little every day, some days, I get to read more than others, right? Probably just like you.
And so I read this article, and a guy

 00:39

by the name of Jean kornfield wrote it.

 00:42

And it's in the Harvard Business Review. And it's called the most important metrics you're
not tracking yet. And in this article, Jean talks about cpis instead of KPIs. And so KPIs key
performance indicators are metrics and things You and I are used to looking at. And that's
what I challenge you to pull yesterday and review as part of your overarching April results,
right? KPIs, financials, all of these metrics that we're used to looking at in the business.
Okay. Well, he does a great job in his article. Let me tell you what he talks about. I can tell
you right now, I'm still going through this in my mind. I haven't quite decided how I can
apply this to legend I'm going to, but I haven't figured out what my cpms are. But I need to
do it. Let me walk you through what Jean says. He said that CPAs are the most powerful
lever for and the most accurate predictor of growth. And I was like, oh, okay, well, I want
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to grow, right? You want to grow your business? How is this the most accurate lever and
predictor for growth right? How can I pull this us when I want to grow my business, and
how can I read this metric in order to determine if a business is growing or not, I would
love to have that tell me more Jean right. So I kept reading and it measures CPI,

 02:14

customer performance

 02:17

indicators, okay, measures the customer's

 02:19

desired outcome.

 02:22

He does he said, if you can measure how well you deliver that, then that should impact
retention, satisfaction, all of these other things that you measure as a KPI in your business.
Okay. So he goes forward and he gives some examples. You know, some some businesses
offer various payment plans, and that's exactly what the customer is looking for, and
satisfies their need. If you notice right now, a lot of businesses are talking about like, okay,
for example, I ordered some clothes for my for the baby. Okay. She's not quite a year yet.
And so when I order baby clothes from the gap, there's all this information about you, it's
gonna take us a little bit longer than normal. But that's because, you know, we're being
very careful of COVID. And this is all that we're doing to keep all of these clothes safe. And
so your package will be safe. And, you know, maybe that's what they're thinking, a
customer performance indicator is right. I mean, none of us want to feel like we can't
order products, because they're going to have a risk to our family through bringing them
into the home. Right. So they're trying to assure us of that. I mean, maybe that's what they
consider. So think about some of the offerings that businesses are doing. That could be a
CPR. One was payment options. Another one was for insurance companies, right? When
you get online, and you type in you want to insurance, quote, the quotes need to come
back immediately. If the quote if it comes back and says, Okay, well, we'll give you know,
we'll call you in a few days, or whatever this is, this was ridiculous. It takes too long. Right?
Because we expect that if we input certain amounts of information, we immediately
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should get some sort of answer back.

 04:07

Right. And so that's what various insurance companies had determined.

 04:10

That was customer you know, customers wanted that. It was a, it was a performance
indicator for customers how well the company performed. Okay. And so then what you
can do with cpis

 04:24

is that you then can tie them to a KPI.

 04:29

So let me walk you through this. So a couple of things that that Jean recommended if
you're going to create a CPI. He said don't steal them from other companies that have to
be unique to your company. That Well that makes perfect sense, right? I can't go and
necessarily focus on giving, you know information right away some sort of quote right
away in my business, because I want to be able to talk to you first and really understand
what you want and I want you to feel comfortable with me. Right. So you may not have a
full relationship with me yet. And so, my, my offering if I'm going to coach you, right, if
that's one of the things that you want, I think you're going to want a conversation with me
first, you're not just going to want a system to spit out, you know, here are the days and
times and here's the, here's the cost and move forward. Because this is a relationship,
versus insurances, maybe a bit more transactional, and a lot of instances, right. So again,
if you're going to create a CPR, don't steal them from other companies. They have to be
unique to your business. And so one of the things so he's trying to help us figure out what
our CPAs should be. And so he said, think about what are your customer frustrations?

 05:46

What are your customer expectations?
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 05:50

And what are their desires at different points of their journey in your business? Right, like
for example, you know, the thing with a pizza tracker. People want to know along the way,
what the heck's happening to their food when it got in the car when it's expected to be
delivered, right, not just the sort of unknown about where my food is. And and because
that started with a pizza tracker and grubhub does it now Uber Eats, does it doordash
does it all of the food delivery folks follow your food along the way? Yes, you know, Chili's
has received your order, right? Whatever it is. And then you know, your your drivers
arriving to pick up your word. So they tell you every step of the way. That's so customers
don't get frustrated, or they want information along their journey

 06:43

through your business.

 06:45

It's a great example. But that may not apply to you. Your customers may not want to have
the pizza tracker mentality along your product or service journey. So don't steal that one.
But what do they want to have information to what what Wouldn't want to have access
to along the way.

 07:03

Okay. And then

 07:06

he said, once you decide on your cpis, then determine how they impact specific KPIs in
your business. So, take your cpis What, what benefits your customer, what drives your
customer with important, what's important to your customer, and then tie those to KPIs
that you're going to measure inside the business.

 07:29

You've and then you've got to test it,
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 07:31

you have to test an end and see if that actual relationship exists. So test it determines the
relationship is there and then if it is, then you're good. If the relationship exists, now you
can hold your team accountable for the

 07:47

cpis that they can impact.

 07:49

Because if you think about it, the reason why we measure KPIs is because we know we can
impact those pieces of our business. All right, and so

 07:59

it's That's how we measure them.

 08:01

But sometimes, KPIs don't directly align with what the customer wants. Or, especially if we
even we incentivize off of certain KPIs throughout, you know, my corporate career and
throughout my career, overarching Lee, outside of legend. You know, it's been the fact
that if we measure an important number, and that endpoint number doesn't align with the
right behavior, or you can cheat to win, or you can potentially damage customer service in
order to win. There are a lot of people out there, the larger the company, the more people
may be doing, and taking inappropriate steps in order to deliver to that KPI which in turn,
damages the loyalty of that customer. And so you don't want to set up a situation where

 08:49

you think

 08:51

the CPI links to the KPI but it doesn't really. And so you're measuring that KPI and you're
holding your team accountable to that KPI and And then you further damage your brand.
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You don't necessarily impact the CPI, you thought you were going to measure, you impact
something else, but either way you dissatisfied your customer. Okay? You know, it takes
me back to the days of, you know, prescription wait times, or, you know, so much. So many
prescriptions put, you know, in a certain status during the day, or, you know, just all of
these times that you're trying to make sure your team delivers timely to the patient. And
that's just that the big ones that I remember, in my past life being in pharmacy operations,
is that we would want to tell stores to put so many people in every type of queue, you
know, waiting in the store, pick up later, pick up tomorrow, whatever, because in reality, we
knew that a certain percentage of the population would fall into all of those. But the
problem without is that there was just an average and every committee is different. And
so if you drive everyone to deliver there, then you damage what the customer may or may
not want. Because then you have people striving to hit certain metrics, and deliver a
certain percentage of their population into HQ. When in reality, their population didn't
want that. And so instead of us allowing the, you know, the team to service the customer
in simply and truly ask, you know, what would you like? What do you need? When would
you like to pick this up?

 10:30

How fast do you need, whatever, you know, whatever you wanted to

 10:33

say, how do you want to pose that to get the answer from the patient that you needed?
You would ask and then you try to influence that answer based on where you thought you
could put in the queue.

 10:44

Right? And so that's not

 10:45

customer service, that's just trying to hit a number and trying to stay off a list. None of
that's right. So that's that CPI of reducing frustration and improving satisfaction by
delivering to the patient when they want it. To pick it up was damage because a KPI that
was being used, didn't influence that correctly. People were were cheating to win. Because
money their personal money was tied to that.
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 11:13

Excuse me.

 11:14

So, anytime you are thinking about the CPI, you've got to test to make sure it aligns
appropriately to the KPI. Only then can you incentivize off of it. Now, the other thing that
Jeanne mentioned, speaking of innovations,

 11:27

or incentivizing others is just the simple.

 11:32

The simple fact that most companies do incentivize off KPIs. And so, when you're
incentivizing other KPIs, again, there's this there's this potential to cheat to win, which
again, damages the customer, so be very careful about this. Now I'm totally excited about
CPS. Because again, I firmly believe that I'm here to serve my clients I really want to
determine what satisfies them, what frustrates them and what they want to know, every
part of the process. And if I can measure those pieces, and make sure they're getting that
information, and then measuring how satisfied they are along the process, or what
frustrations, rise at certain points so that I can reduce those, then then I can start putting
some CPAs in the place which will, again will be leveraged for growth, and then help me
understand how fast I am growing right and all those things are important. You have to
have hire a team around that. You have to maybe increase production, if you have a
physical product, right. There are all types of things that you would love to be able to
predict growth because you need to be able to effectively staff and produce your product
and your typing. KPIs may not be telling you that. So I was extremely excited when I read
this article, you can tell I'm still digesting this in my brain. Because I love this idea. I love it.
I love focusing on what the customer or the client wants.

 13:17

And so my
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 13:18

challenge for you go check out this article, if you can find it should be free from HBr
Harvard Business Review. But go read it, think about how it will apply to your business how
you could put it into action. Kick it around, do some research, ask your customer for
feedback, and right listen to the customer. What matters most to them and then see if you
can if you can measure that and then tie it to a KPI and then start pushing your team to
deliver to that KPI because, you know it will deliver that CPI. That's what I'm going to do.
That's what I'm thinking through. I'm going to I'm going to do some additional research.
I'm going to try to And cpis into place I'm going to try and go on to. And then I'm going to
try to link those two KPIs. That doesn't work. It doesn't link to a KPI, I've got to find
something. So that may be a little trial and error. And that's why I keep saying try on that
one. Try to find the right CPI, trial and error, try to link any of those two KPIs, trial and
error until I get where I need it to be. But I believe in this I love this idea. So I'm gonna
check it out. I encourage you to check it out to think about how you can do this as part of
your May. Focus.

 14:31

Now, be very careful.

 14:33

Do not derail your entire may game plan trying to figure out CPS let the business run. Do
not distract your entire team with CPS right now. Let them go run your business. You as
the strategic thinker. Think about CPS. That's what I'm challenging you to do. Don't go
derail the production and the process and the and the progress of your team in the month
of May with cpis

 15:00

You focus on that, think about how you want to apply that.

 15:03

Get some additional information, let the other parts of your business run and service a
customer. And when you're ready to start looking at some of these pieces and testing
some of these out, then involve your team. Alright, but this month is going to be critical for
you because of what you learned in the month of April. Right. We talked about that
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yesterday. So while I want you to think about CPI as well, I want you to be strategic about
thinking about how you can apply them, do not go down the path of derailing what
should be an amazing month for you based off of what you learned last month

 15:33

by by trying to push forward CPI.

 15:37

Alright, stay on track.

 15:39

Be strategic execute in the month of May.

 15:43

But figure out what your cpms could be,

 15:46

how they could tie to KPIs.

 15:48

And when you're ready to test it, and it's not going to derail the focus of your business.
Start putting them into play. Okay. Be strategic, be thoughtful. How Have a great day.
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